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What skin care product types which are best for your skin? Before asking this, you should
understand that what kind of skin condition that you have. Generally, there are there types of
skin conditions such as combination skin, oily skin, and also dry skin. However, noticing those
previously mentioned aren’t enough for the reason that there are some other rare conditions
such as sun damage, rosacea, and many other more. You have also to consider some other
factors to figure out your skin condition, therefore you know what kind of skin care product to
buy, like stress that influence hormonal change, age, weather, and many other more.
 
And yes, prior you directly go to store to choose skin care product types(click here to learn
more) that will improve the healthiness of your skin, you have to know what kind of material
that you should avoid as it can  cater more problem to your skin, and talk about the materials
to hinder, it includes;

Fragrance, you have to skip any skin care product that put fragrance as part of it,
moreover if you have special skin condition like a sensitive skin.
Abrasive scrubbing materials even though it is made of natural substance like walnut
shell o some.
Ensure to stay away from menthol and alcohol, and more.
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What kind of skin type that you have? In assuming that you already knew what skin type that
you have, next you can easily pick skin care product types to deal with skin condition. The
types for skin care products appear in some options, such as, powder, liquid, serum,gel,
cream, and the last one is lotion, and aside from what ingredients that construct the skin care
product, different skin type means different base or texture type to choose, let say;

If you have oily skin, only choose skin care product which texture is powder, liquid,
serum, or gel.
If you have normal skin, you can pick any kind of texture like cream, lotion, liquid, serum,
and more.
If you have combination skin, then ensure that you put your option to kind of skin care
product in liquid, serum, gel, and also lotion.
If you deal with certain skin condition like sensitive skin, such as sun damage condition,
choose types of skin care products in cream, lotion, serum, gel, and more.

The easiest way to choose best product type for your skin, check whether that certain product
has good sun protection agent or not, if it is not, leave it.


